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JUSP welcomes
new publishers

The Journal Usage Statistics Portal
(JUSP) is a Jisc-funded service that
provides a “one-stop shop” for
libraries to view, download and analyse
their journal usage reports from
multiple publishers. It responds to
current financial challenges with time
and cost saving benefits.

We are pleased to
welcome Lippincott
Williams & Wilkins , an
imprint of Wolters Kluwer.
JR1 and JR1a reports are
available from January
2009 to June 2014.

JUSP key figures
Have you ever wondered how big JUSP is or how many people use it? Here are a
few key figures from the end of July 2014 to answer some of your questions:
Number of individual usage statistics: over 225 million
Number of journal titles: over 22,000
Number of participating publishers and aggregators: 63

We are also pleased to
welcome EbscoHOST. Data
are available from January
2012 to July 2014.
Following consultation
with our Community
Advisory Group, we have
decided to present this
statistics provider as our
fourth aggregator
alongside ingentaconnect,
Ebsco EJS and SwetsWise,
and the reports have been
updated accordingly.
We continue to work with
SIAM, Informa, Thieme,
and ProQuest and hope to
have their data available in
the JUSP portal shortly.

Number of participating libraries: 169
Number of logins to the JUSP portal by these libraries: nearly 43,000
Number of reports run by these libraries: over 82,000

JUSP and the SCONUL return

Contact Us

You will shortly be able to run the JUSP ‘SCONUL returns’ report for 2013-14 and
use it to help you complete your SCONUL return. We are waiting on the last couple
of publishers to release their data for July and will let you know when data
collection is complete. You can also check this using the ‘your data’ tab from the
Welcome screen to see if there are still any red crosses against any of your data.

You can keep up-to-date
with project developments
by visiting our website
www.jusp.mimas.ac.uk.

The report will give you a list of all publishers for whom we hold data in JUSP and in
the first column is the direct JR1 figure that you will need for the SCONUL return.

We welcome your views on
your experience of using
the website and portal.

You can download this report as a CSV file and then add JR1 or equivalent results
for all publishers that are not included in JUSP, to arrive at a total figure for the
SCONUL return.
Note: you should use the ‘direct JR1’ figure for each publisher and then add in a
total for SwetsWise, EbscoEJS, EbscoHOST and Publishing Technology if you use
any of these. This is because at present we only record usage of these services
relating to publishers already in JUSP. To get totals, you will need to go to the
relevant intermediary website.

Join us on Twitter @JUSPSTATS

JUSP is funded by Jisc

Please get in touch if you
have comments, questions
or ideas for future
developments.

Email jusp@mimas.ac.uk
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JUSP team out and about

How can we help you?

National Acquisitions Group Conference, 34 September 2014

We provide a range of support materials including:

Paul Meehan and Anne Reed will be presenting a
workshop entitled “JUSP: Getting to grips with your
usage statistics” at this conference to be held in the
Royal York Hotel, York. A presentation will be followed
by a demonstration of the JUSP portal and a question and
answer session.

Library Assessment Conference: Building
Effective, Sustainable, Practical
Assessment, 4-6 August 2014

Guides to the reports
http://www.jusp.mimas.ac.uk/guides-to-reports/
Use cases http://www.jusp.mimas.ac.uk/use-cases/
FAQ http://www.jusp.mimas.ac.uk/faq/
A glossary http://www.jusp.mimas.ac.uk/glossary/
Let us know if you have any suggestions for additional
support materials that would help you to use JUSP more
effectively.

Jo Lambert spoke at this conference held in Seattle from
4-6 August 2014. Her paper was entitled ‘Measuring
Impact: Tools for Analysing and Benchmarking Usage’
and covered both JUSP and IRUS-UK. A copy of her
presentation is now available on the JUSP website
http://jusp.mimas.ac.uk/docs/MondayLambertPaper.ppt

COUNTER Release 4 update

Much favourable feedback was received including this
comment on Twitter:

Publishers with data in JUSP: 64

Here are the latest figures for the implementation of
COUNTER Release 4 by participating publishers:

Publishers providing COUNTER 4 reports: 49

@pamelajacobs
Desperately want Canadian version of JUSP - JISC's
Journal Usage Statistics Portal! #lac14

Publishers not yet providing COUNTER 4 reports: 15
Publishers providing the new JR1 GOA report: 39

JUSP article in CILIP Update
An article about JUSP entitled “A pioneering portal to ejournal usage statistics” appeared in CILIP Update, June
2014, pp. 37-39.
A copy is now available through the JUSP website
http://jusp.mimas.ac.uk/docs/cilipupdate.pdf

Join us on Twitter @JUSPSTATS
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